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POWER CATAMARANS

Jambo in her original form

We meet some real
power cat enthusiasts
As power catamarans seem to be making a comeback, shaking
up the design teams, we talk to a former sailing champion and
well-respected authority on the matter about his experiences.
Back in 2008 we had spent a couple of days with Laurent
Bourgnon and his family at Port Camargue, France, during the
preparation of the Sunreef 70, “Jambo”. The future expedition
catamaran had just been on display at Cannes after arriving
there from its shakedown delivery from the shipyard at Gdansk
in the Baltic. Six years have since passed and we made the
most of Laurent being at the last Cannes Boat Show to catch
up, and have a look with hindsight at how he had got on, and
if he had any ideas which could be incorporated into future
models in the series. The first mate’s opinions have not been
left out either! The test of the most recent Moorings 514PC
amply demonstrates the development of the Power Cat as part
of the charter fleet. In an exclusive interview, Lex Raas (former
CEO of Moorings and developer of Aquila Catamarans) also
offers his view of the market. The fairly specific area of power
trimarans is not dealt with here, but will be discussed in a
forthcoming article.
Philippe Echelle - Photos: Laurent Bourgnon and DR
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REVIEW: 6 YEARS
ON BOARD JAMBO
A champion’s passion: research
and development
It’s in his blood! The twice-winner
of the Route du Rhum and holder
for 10 years of every category of
single-handed 24 hour speed
records is fanatical about helming,
but also putting extreme vessels
into action. After going over to the
dark side of family motor-cruising,
his passion for the challenge
remains the same. Half a circumnavigation later (via the Patagonian
channels), “Jambo” is now being
used professionally as a diving
expedition vessel based out of
Tahiti and operating in Polynesia’s
Leeward Islands (Raiatea and
Maupiti) and the Windward Islands
(the Tuamotus, Australs and
Marquesas), before continuing on
westwards. Already well set-up
from the start (see Multihulls
World No.104 March 2009 edition),
the prototype Sunreef 70 has
undergone two further evolutionary stages, the latter requiring six
months work in New Zealand. This
latest phase, described by Laurent
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as being economically difficult
to justify were it
not for its specific use also
bears witness
to his taste for
technical challenges. This little “wandering dive school” provides excellent
accommodation and top of the range equipment, and its reputation extends beyond Polynesia’s boundaries (the reconnaissance for James Cameron’s future sub-marine work was done
on board!). What’s more, she is championing levels of economy (for a 60 ton vessel), and is gaining respect in all her
areas of development.

3 STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
Phase 1: The evolution of a prototype
As we reported in our test in 2009, this was conceived as an
experimental vessel , designed to serve as both a family cruising project, and also as a prototype for a future production
model! Built in epoxy, and having exceptional self-sufficiency
(20 tonnes of fuel) and significantly lengthened sugar-scoops,
this special Sunreef 70 completed an inaugural tour of Europe
at cruising speed (10 knots) and successfully handled its first
severe weather in the Mediterranean. At this speed, fuel
consumption worked out at 26.5 liters/hour with both motors
at 2,500 rpm.
Phase 2: Accomplishing an expedition boat
During the voyage from the Baltic Sea, through the North Sea,
English Channel, down the Atlantic coast and into the
Mediterranean, the Bourgnon design team was working flat
out and straight away came up with two points for optimization. The one concerned engine performance, and the other,
the hydrodynamics. The two came together and led to a significant improvement in handling and economy. The talented
team leader, who has a flair for finding the best organizations
to work with, called on Sport Systèmes (a specialist in electronics management in motor racing). From the first live tests,
the results immediately showed a significant reduction in fuel
consumption following a torque adjustment at the desired cruising speed. The price to pay for this was the automatic suspension of the guarantee. Shame! The second line of evolution concerned lengthening the dynamic waterline: grafting on
bulbous bows designed by team involved with the America’s

Cup. This produced immediate results: passage through the
water was transformed, and the combined effect of the two
interventions lessened the pitching and dramatically reduced
consumption, which leveled out at 15 liters/hour at 2,500 rpm,
making a gain of 40%!
Phase 3: A major step forward
20,000 miles and 4 years later, having crossed the North and
South Atlantic, passed through the channels of Patagonia to
get to Robinson Crusoe Island and then cross the Pacific
without any problems on the way to French Polynesia,
“Jambo” had to completely adapt to her new vocation as dive
charter expedition catamaran. The skipper, not knowing how to
just tinker with things, overhauled the boat to make every
aspect better. The interior décor was redone, the diving system
completely transformed, the motors were removed, re-located,
optimized. The flybridge was significantly modified… New
Zealand was the perfect spot to make all these changes. The
family lived there for a year, and Laurent sought out all the
necessary resources in this pioneering country. The resulting
performance of Super Jambo now gave 12 liters/hour, still at 10
knots, but at 1,500 rpm! This extraordinary reduction in engine
speed (1,000 rpm!) massively increased reliability and drastically reduced noise. According to the captain, “the motors are
now in retirement”!

A LITTLE ANALYSIS OF BOURGNON’S SOLUTIONS
FOR EVOLUTION 3
Fitting a streamlined hard-top on the flybridge
The bulbous bows lengthened by 1.50 meters (substantial stiffening in the center + foam form and epoxy construction)
The sugar scoops have been lengthened by 1.50 meters, bringing the overall length up to 26.80 meters! (as opposed to the
original 21m). There are several reasons for this: optimizing the
“dinghy dock” at the stern, improving the storage for diving
equipment (including a 20m³/hour Bauer compressor!), improving access to the water via the retractable steps and, of
course, increasing the waterline length.
The little gullwing shape of the underside of the original bridgedeck has been transformed into a “third hull” whose bow
now acts to deaden the waves from forward and also to carry
more serious ground tackle, something always under-sized on
yachts.
The former rudder blades from Primagaz (former 60’ racing trimaran) have been moved aft and mounted on a very reliable
Chatfield (NZ) system, which consists of cutless bearings (nor-

1 - Jambo phase 2: Laurent Bourgnon had bulbous bows installed, and optimized the engine installations: the cat was now transformed...
2 - The final phase: Jambo is back in the yard for a new evolution, six months’ work for a complete transformation and adaptation to her program
of yacht charter and dive expeditions.
3 - The results are impressive, and the profile shows the development of this machine. The third hull, the covered flybridge and the incredible
bulbous bows are the most noticeable things, but there have been other developments…
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mally used for propeller shafts) below the
rudder tubes and upper bearings made
from Vesconite, which replace the costly
and complicated self-aligning bearings.
The engine installation has been modified and the motors realigned to reduce
the angle of the propshaft which needs
to be less than 10° (important for thrust).
The diameter of the new four-bladed propellers, calculated by a local expert and
cast by Chatfield, has been increased
to… 1 meter! (Instead of 400mm… yes,
you did read that right!). The performance calculated for
10 knots at 1,500 rpm allowing the motors to be governed to 2,500 rpm to avoid cavitation at the tips of the
blades.
Very simple new stern glands have been fitted, whose
watertight joints are engaged in ahead, allowing quick
operation without water ingress in the event of wear or
leaks. (QED)
An Aqualarm has been installed to alert in case of reduced raw water circulation (caused by a plastic bag for
example) around the heat exchanger, before the system
gets hot enough to activate the engine overheating
alarms.
The exhaust outlets have been modified, and now discharge below the waterline and in line with the hull, to
reduce noise and improve the flow of exhaust gases
towards the aft. Original, clever and very effective!
A further stage is being developed with the Nantes-based
specialist PG-SI. It will consist of installing a dry exhaust
between the motor and the top of the swan-neck, then
having the water injection in the downward column to
reduce back-pressure at the gas outlet and to avoid any
possibility of water ingress in the event of multiple
attempts to start the motors.
Final little tweak which is planned (borrowed from motor
racing): cool air sucked from the flybridge (at 25°C as opposed to 50°C in the bilges!) blown via a compressor and custom-built air box, the turbo chargers will love this and it’s
great for performance and reliability of the Volvo D6s which
have now done more than 5,000 hours, yet are like new!

LAURENT BOURGNON’S CONCLUSION

The future of highly self-sufficient cruising catamarans
(and therefore at moderate speed)lies in optimizing displacement hulls, propellers, engine function and reducing
weight of superstructures and fittings (it’s better to have a
carbon platform rather than more powerful motors). Also
important is increasing the waterline length. To go fast
you need to get a boat up on foils; every compromise between the two options is poor and you only succeed in
using fuel to push water along!
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The power cat can also be a real passage-making boat!

A WORD FROM
THE FIRST MATE:

”

I am the mother of four children
(Jules was 15 when we set off,
Justine 12, Basile 6 and Lou 4)
This meant a long time preparing for the trip, between bedding, toys, books, organizing
the home-schooling lessons…
the boat may be big, but there
are limits!
Departure day was filled with
emotion: we had to say goodbye to the family and friends,
and once we had left the dock,
we knew we were underway for
a great family adventure! Of course it was simply wonderful, as I was
with my husband and my four children. The choice of this large boat
was entirely justified, there being six of us, it was important that each
of the children had their own cabin, particularly the teenagers. So
volume was what we needed, and for me, having never sailed, a power
catamaran was the best solution. In case anything was to ever happen
to Laurent, it seemed easier to me to get a motor boat back to port than
to have to try and handle sails. Life on board was organized around
schooling: the children worked three hours a day (depending on the sea
state) so as to be ahead in their program by the time we reached shore,
because they really looked forward to donning masks and snorkels and
diving in, or going on hiking trails or doing a bit of windsurfing! We
made some great friends ashore among the locals and also with crews
of other boats, with whom there is generally a great solidarity. One day
we met a math teacher, who was able to help the older kids, then a
French teacher who helped with a dissertation, but not forgetting the
sundowners we enjoyed where everyone recounted their travels, their
adventures and tales of people they had met. We are now so glad to
have been able to offer our children the chance to meet people from different countries and discover their foods, traditions, architecture, culture and languages. I really think there’s nothing more enriching in life
than travel, and I think it has made our children so much more openminded. For the rest of their lives they will remember hunting pigs in
the mountains of the Gambier Islands, the glaciers of the Patagonian
channels, fishing trips and swimming with sharks and whales. There’s
also the times when there was bad weather, bumps and bruises, long
hours of work on the boat, seasickness (particularly for me), but all that
is insignificant compared to the enjoyment of our life on board together!
The two older children have now left us to continue their studies, but I
know that they still have a love of travel and discovery. After five years
in French Polynesia, our thoughts are turning towards continuing on
westwards. I am grateful to our captain who has given us the opportunity to live this fantastic family life, to my children who helped their
completely non-seafaring mother and to our magnificent Jambo who
has carried us across the oceans..
Caroline Bourgnon

We suggest reading the following additional boat tests
(available individually on the magazine’s website or on our DVD of boat tests)
MARYLAND 37 Multihulls World n°51 / LAGOON Power 43 Multihulls World n°57
QUEENSLAND 55 Multihulls World n°115 / SANTORINI 65 Multihulls World n°60
ÉTOILE 65 Multihulls World n°134
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A fast-developing market!
But which way is it going?

INTERVIEW WITH LEX RAAS

H

ow long have you been interested in
powercats?

In the mid 80’s I built power catamarans in
South Africa and understood back then the
advantages of speed, stability, space and economy with a catamaran. In the early 2000’s I
made the decision as CEO of The Moorings to
introduce Leopard Power Catamarans into The
Moorings charter fleet in the British Virgin
Islands and ever since then have been working
on new power cat models including the past 3
years I have been developing the Aquila power
cat brand distributed globally by MarineMax.
- For you personally, is this more linked to
business or pleasure?
I can state… fun, fun, fun ! I have always been
a strong believer in catamarans, however what
has kept me very focused on power catamarans has been the reception of family, friends
and customers when they step on board a
power catamaran. I have been fortunate with
companies supporting my conviction, The
Moorings, Sunsail and now MarineMax. My
lovely wife Carol sailed with me for many years
on monohulls… however when we go cruising
now… a power catamaran is her request (or
should I say demand:-) who am I to argue !

- How do you see these types of boats developing: charter fleets, owners’ versions?
I believe we are only just getting started.
Pontoon boats in the USA have been the fastest growing sector and in reality these are
catamarans, why has this flourished.. space,
stability and economy. The market is evolving
fast, we are working on various new models
under the Aquila brand and with the distribution
strength of MarineMax we plan to introduce
very exciting concepts in the coming years. As
for charter, in MarineMax Vacations, our
Charter business in the BVI, we are seeing
exponential growth and even more exciting is
that new folks are discovering the ability to

charter. This is a well known concept in the sailing industry but not in the power boat industry.
Our new Aquila 44 has seen 5 units ordered for
private ownership in December. The huge
owners cabin and the excellent balance
of accommodation and space all round is
attracting long range cruisers and also weekenders. While power cats remain a niche now,
just as sailing cats did in the 90’s, we are about
to see even more growth in power catamarans than sailing catamarans.
- The range of these boats is often limited by
their (too?) high performance. Do you think
that models aimed more at the expedition
market need to be developed? Is there a
market for them? How do you see the
demand for this market?
Our focus we believe is correct, a power cat
that can long range cruise very efficiently in the
7 to 9 knot range but has the ability to cruise at
15 to 20 knots when necessary. We know
there is a place in the market for this type of
boat and it is already invented,the demand is
already here. Once customers step on board
and discover a well designed power cat they
are quickly convinced.
- The speeds proposed by the builders (in
excess of 20 knots for most models) seem
to be copying those of monohull motorboats. Do you believe this is just imitating
them, so as not to upset people or because
you daren’t offer a slower pace of sailing?
There is a request for sure to travel over 20
knots and this customer will always be there
and it is simply upgrading the engines, however we are finding that many folks want efficiency and are in fact considering long range at
lower speeds. However as already mentioned,
the ability to
accelerate to 15
knots cruise and
20 knots top
speed is a comforting thought.
We are seeing
many sailing catamaran owners
taking an interest
in our Aquila catamarans. The reality is that main
stream
sailing
catamarans are
quite slow with

large sails to Handle and therefore the
owners often find them selves motoring and
not sailing the majority of the time. I have studied this in the BVI and most sailing cats on
charter never actually sail. In my opinion there
will be many sailing cat owners transitioning to
power cats.
- Which parts of the world do you think are
best suited to the development of powered
multihulls?
This is a global trend, Asia Pacific countries
have no tradition of monohulls and in fact are
very accustomed to outrigger powerboats therefore the space offered for comparable size
and price is very attractive on a power cat.
Everyone said that sailingcatamarans would
never work in the Med due to their beam and
that was proven totally incorrect. There will also
be various offers for narrow catamarans to answer to this. Fundamentally power cats are relatively less wide than sailing catamarans. I predict a slow global growth in all markets except
North Europe probably.
- From a technical point of view (design,
motors, propellers, electronics...), what do
you feel are the most important areas where
significant developments can be made?
Hull shape, accom-modation and aesthetics
will see huge changes in the coming years. I
am a strong believer that foils will also become
more developed that the recreational side will
evolve. If we can get that figured out properly
we are talking about efficiency gains of over
20% and of course a smoother ride….. what is
not to like ? This is an exciting time for power
cats as it is growing and will continue to grow.
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